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BOMBERS OVER SOUTH-WESTERN GERMANY

MANY EIGHTS ABOVE the clouds

As on one or two recent nights, our bombers last night had to fly most of the

time over thick cloud on their way to and from their targets in South-Western Germany,

A Lancaster pilot who flow nearly all the way there and back on three engines

described what the flight was like. He and his crow decided to go on and bomb, though

one engine began to fail before they left England, and the mid-upper turret, which got

its power from that engine, could only be moved by hand, "For most of the way we saw

nothing of the ground," this pilot said, "In the moonlight the white clouds beneath

us looked like snow covered hills. Two or three small black specks seemed to be coming

up towards us and, with one turret out, the gunners kept a very careful watch on them.
But the black shapes did not move relatively with the clouds and after a minute or two
we realised they were not fighters but only minute breaks in the clouds. Over our

target we did see one fighter, a Ju.88. The first and last we saw of him was when he

went spirally down in a streak of flame,"

Enemy fighters wore very active over Germany, A Stirling collided with a Ju,88,
shot it down, and continued on its way to bomb its objective. "The Ju,88 was climbing

up to attack us almost head on," said the pilot, "But it must have misjudged the

distance, for it came up right under the starboard wing. It started firing when it

was right on us," The rear-gunner saw the fighter next, "I saw its bullets come over

my head," he said* "Then it was right on me* Its wing hit our starboard tailplane
and damaged it as well as the elevator, and I thought we were 'done for', It was

right in front -of my turret, so that I couldn’t possibly miss it. In fact, it was

almost blocking up all the sty when I let fly at it. It went diving steeply down with

its guns still firing wildly, and I saw its mainplane falling off. Then its starboard,

engine caught fire," Not one of the enemy's bullets hod even grazed the Stirling,

The crew of a Halifax saw tracer bullets cutting red lines through the air - it

was a combat between a bomber and a fighter. Then they saw an aircraft go down in

flames and a few seconds afterwards explode. They knew it was the fighter, because it

had dived more steeply and quickly than would any bomber. Very soon afterwards they
saw another fighter, a single-engined one, dive into the clouds on fire,
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Besides many fighters our bombers also encountered intense flak, which at times

made a concentrated barrage above the clouds. Many 4,000-lb, bombs were dropped and'

the clouds,were lit by the glow of fires,
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